Mammographic images suffer from low contrast and signal dependent noise, and a very small size of tumoral signs is not easily detected, especially for an early diagnosis of breast cancer. In this context, many methods proposed in literature fail for lack of generality. In particular, too weak assumptions on the noise model, e.g., stationary normal additive noise, and an inaccurate choice of the wavelet family that is applied, can lead to an information loss, noise emphasizing, unacceptable enhancement results, or in turn an unwanted distortion of the original image aspect. In this paper, we consider an optimal wavelet thresholding, in the context of Discrete Dyadic Wavelet Transforms, by directly relating all the parameters involved in both denoising and contrast enhancement to signal dependent noise variance (estimated by a robust algorithm) and to the size of cancer signs. Moreover, by performing a reconstruction from a zero-approximation in conjunction with a Gaussian smoothing filter, we are able to extract the background and the foreground of the image separately, as to compute suitable contrast improvement indexes. The whole procedure will be tested on high resolution X-ray mammographic images and compared with other techniques. Anyway, the visual assessment of the results by an expert radiologist will be also considered as a subjective evaluation.
Introduction and Statement of Main Results
In this paper, we deal with the denoising and contrast improvement of low contrast images. We consider a general noise model given by I(n, m) = I 0 (n, m) +Ĩ(n, m) = I 0 (n, m) + η(n, m) · σ(I 0 (n, m)), (1.1) where n = 1, . . . , N, m = 1, . . . , M, I 0 (n, m) is a N × M matrix representing a low contrast noise free image, η(n, m) is a Wide Sense Stationary (WSS) Gaussian random process with zero mean and unitary variance and σ(I 0 (n, m)) : [0, 1] → R denotes the intensity-dependent standard deviation of random processĨ(n, m). The scope of our work is to perform denoising and contrast enhancement of I(n, m), under the following hypotheses: noise is assumed to be heteroscedastic (i.e. with nonconstant variance), images have low contrast and very small details, which are commonly encountered features in medical images such as, for example, X-ray mammographic images. 1 In fact, in this context the acquisition and formation processes cause noise heteroscedasticity that can mask small details, while the similar absorption characteristics of normal glandular tissue and tumoral lesions cause a very low local contrast, thus making the early diagnosis of breast cancer a nontrivial task. According to AIRC (Italian Association on Cancer Research) and ACS (American Cancer Society), radiologists miss out 10-20% of lesions during diagnosis, so image quality improvement represents a key issue in every Computer Aided Diagnosis System (CADx). Moreover, cancer signs usually have various shape, dimension, and distribution in the images. For example, in mammographic images, cancer signs can be classified into microcalcifications, where tiny deposits of calcium appear as small bright spots with a mean diameter in the range [0.1-1] mm which are relevant if distributed in cluster and massive lesions that are space occupying lesions, with a mean luminance much more similar to glandular tissue and a mean diameter in the range [0. mm. In this paper, we consider mainly region containing microcalcifications, that represent the most difficult signs to be detected by every Computer Assisted Diagnosis system (CADx) owing to the small size and the high similarity to noise.
Actually, in the last 20 years, many approaches have been applied to deal with the contrast enhancement of medical images (we refer to Ref. 6 and references therein), including filtering methods, 32 global and local thresholding methods, 14, 9 histogram equalization, 21 unsharp masking, 4 region-based approach, 36 morphological operators, 27, 28 wavelet transform, 50, 22 and fuzzy logic approaches. 5 Basically, all these methods deal with contrast manipulation, noise reduction, background removal, edge detection, and smoothing. The approaches can be roughly classified into three categories: contrast stretching techniques, region-based enhancement techniques, and feature-based approaches.
The first group includes unsharp masking that improves contrast by subtracting a smoothed version of the image to the image itself and adaptive neighborhood processing 9 that uses first derivative filters (Sobel) and local statistical properties. However, this class of methods changes the final image or emphasizes noise.
The second group uses modified versions of region growing algorithm to grow regions around a seed pixel. In this way, a detailed reconstruction of objects is achieved, also in low contrast images. However, this kind of approach is successfully applied to the segmentation of large objects, such as massive lesions. On the contrary, this technique is not suitable for the denoising of small spots.
Finally, the third group includes multiscale approaches by wavelet transform, 25, 17, 38, 42 B-spline function, 44 decimated wavelet transform, 48,49 undecimated biorthogonal transform, 43, 45 fractal 28, 27 and morphological analysis. 47 The latter two methods are used especially in strongly low contrast images, where the dense tissue reduces the visibility of microcalcifications. On the contrary, the wavelet approaches can preserve the shape of details (microcalcifications or the boundary of a tumoral mass) better than morphological operators. Therefore, despite of a growing complexity in the implementation of the methods and in the tuning of the parameters, wavelet transform represents one of the most effective approaches for the contrast enhancement of mammographic images, emphasizing small details, and reducing noise.
In this context, many wavelet thresholding techniques have been investigated. Some methods 19, 40 evaluate the correlation between wavelet coefficients at different scale, as to identify noisy pixel (showing no correlation) and signal pixel (high correlation). Unfortunately, for a low number of levels and low noise, this approach fails while detecting microcalcifications. Other methods 11, 10, 23, 7, 18 select the thresholds for denoising directly by evaluating some statistical properties of the noise, or iteratively. 2 In particular, in Ref. 10 , the authors suggest to use the robust estimator MAD (Median Absolute Deviation) to compute noise variance at each level, in a orthogonal wavelet transforms framework. The same work has then been extended in Ref. 20 by considering data affected by correlated noise in orthogonal wavelet framework and in Ref. 3 by assuming additive Gaussian noise in translation invariant DWT framework. Unfortunately, in this setting the assumption of a signalindependent, Gaussian, and homoscedastic noise and the choice of a decimated family of wavelets appear not suitable for many real-world images, such as medical images. In particular, it has been shown 23 that ultrasound, X-ray, and MRI images both are corrupted by a mixture of noise contributions. Moreover, it is well known that translation invariant undecimated wavelets, such as Discrete Dyadic Wavelet Transforms (DDWT), preserve much more information than classical orthogonal wavelet transforms, while reducing noise and improving contrast. In this paper, we exploit DDWT 30 to deal with the case of a signal-dependent noise contribution modeled in (1.1).
We take into account the following critical aspects:
-heteroscedasticity of noise modeled by (1.1) and represented by an additive Gaussian noise with a signal-dependent noise variance, -very low local contrast and a poor visual discrimination between details and background tissue, -very small size of details to be enhanced, 716 A. Mencattini et al. and requirements -need of a translation invariant and undecimated wavelet transform (DDWT) to avoid geometric distortion in the images and loss of details, -need of very high performance, in terms of computational time, -need of preserving as much as possible the aspect of the original image, while enhancing details. This topic is crucial for helping radiologists in the diagnosis of cancer signs.
The algorithm we propose can be summarized in the following steps.
(i) Estimate the noise variance of I(n, m) in (1.1) by applying a modified version of the algorithm described in Refs. 15 and 35, suitable in the case of heteroscedastic signal dependent noise. This step provides the estimationσ(Î(n, m)) of the noise variance σ 2 (I 0 ) versus intensity valueÎ(n, m) whereÎ(n, m) is a preliminary estimation of I 0 (n, m) obtained by applying a smoothing filter to I(n, m). Actually, we do not assume a direct dependence of the noise variance on the spatial locations. A preliminary investigation of a more general noise model with a spatial dependent noise variance can be found in Ref. 33. (ii) Manually extract from the original image a suspicious Region of Interest (ROI) that could contain small cancer signs. (iii) Perform wavelet decomposition by DDWT in D = 3 levels by applying gradient filters. (iv) Apply wavelet thresholding for denoising, usingσ(Î(n, m)), and relate it to noise variance in each subband by energy evaluation of filters implementing DDWT. In this step, Theorem 1.1 will be fundamental since it will allow a fast implementation under suitable assumptions validated by simulation results. (v) Apply again gradient filters so that a Laplacian is globally performed through steps (iii) to (v). (vi) Perform enhancement by wavelet thresholding using considerations similar to those of step (iv) for the threshold selection. A new gain selection is also implemented by relating the gain to the mean size of cancer signs. In particular, the thresholding we implement for the enhancement is slightly different from the classical one since we make the following assumption: higher coefficients are related to details to be enhanced while lower ones reasonably represent very low contrast small spots related to noise or structures belonging to the tissue that have not been modified by denoising. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that details we are interested in, i.e. microcalcifications, have a medium contrast. (vii) Extract separately background (glandular tissue) and foreground (cancer signs in our case) by performing a reconstruction from zero-approximation in conjunction with a Gaussian smoothing filter. As noted in Sec. 3, this procedure will allow us to perform a selective processing of foreground and background and consequently the performance optimization of the global procedure. (viii) Recover the final enhanced image by a suitable superimposition of background and foreground extracted at step (vii).
While introducing our approach, for the reader's convenience, we will also recall the main properties of DDWT.
Wavelet thresholding in DDWT
With respect to the DDWT firstly introduced by Mallat, 29-31 which represents a translation invariant and redundant representation, we consider the particular subclass of DDWT based on the so-called Spline Dyadic Wavelets since the scaling function φ(x) is a box spline function whose Fourier transform is given by Φ(ω) = (sin(ω/2)/(ω/2)) z+1 e (−ιεω/2) (where z is an integer and if ε = 1 z is even and zero otherwise). The filters banks for decomposition and reconstruction are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 where filters H, G, L and K in the Fourier domain are given by 
Filter bank implementation of DDWT reconstruction in two-dimensional case.
with p ∈ N, s 1 = 1 2 ((p + 1) mod 2), r ∈ {1, 2}, s 2 = 1 2 (r mod 2), q ∈ {v, h}, where the notations ω v and ω h mean that the filters are applied to the rows and the columns of the input image respectively owing to the separability of filters implementing the DDWT. Note that, in the two-dimensional case we have vertical and horizontal detail coefficients at level l that we will denote in the following as d o q,l with q ∈ {v, h}, o ∈ {I, II } at level l. This paper deals, in particular, with the case p = 1, r = 2 in (1.1). It is well known that this choice is greatly suitable to perform image enhancement (see Ref. 13 and references therein). In order to perform denoising, the filter G(ω q ), q ∈ {v, h} is splitted into two cascaded gradient filters 13, 46 (see Fig. 1 ), denoted as G I (ω q ) and G II (ω q ), given by e −ιωq/2 (2ι sin(ω q /2)) and e ιωq/2 (2ι sin(ω q /2)) respectively, and denoising is applied after G I (ω q ). This approach improves denoising performance, since the Signal-toNoise Ratio (SNR) is higher after G I than after G II . Nevertheless, the enhancement step is better performed after G II as said before. The splitting we perform is a crucial point since it allows us to differentiate the actions we perform. Owing to the typical luminance values of the details to be enhanced, to their similarity in size with noise, and finally to their low contrast, denoising and enhancement performance are optimized by applying the splitting of the Laplacian filters into two gradient filters.
Consider now only the decomposition part shown in Fig. 1 . Then, the transfer functions of filters at a generic level l are given by
with l = 1, . . . , D, q ∈ {v, h} and splitted filters given by 
In the two cases, we get |G 
where T noise is the denoising threshold to be suitably set. Soft-thresholding is usually preferred to hard-thresholding 12 since the use of a continuous operator Fig. 3 . Splitting of the second-order derivative filters (level l is shown) for denoising and contrast enhancement. 8) where
is the estimation of the noise standard deviation performed on details coefficients d I q,l at level l. Note that thresholds in (1.8) depend on the intensity, owing to termσ d I (q, l, I(n, m)), since we assumed heteroscedastic noise in the image I(n, m). Later, we will show in details this relationship. At this point, we recall a preliminary result, proved in Ref. 34 , that represents the starting point of this paper. In particular, in Ref. 34 it was proved that given a two-dimensional WSS homoscedastic random process x(n, m), input of filter bank in Fig. 1 , and consider relations (1.4) and (1.6), then, by symmetry of the filter bank in Fig. 1 , the constant variance of process d
where σ 2 x is the constant variance of the random process x(n, m). This result models the propagation of noise variance throughout wavelet levels for DDWT under the assumption of additive homoscedastic noise model with a constant noise variance σ 2 x . In this paper, we consider the case of a heteroscedastic intensity-dependent additive noise model whose variance can be represented by σ 2 (I 0 (n, m)) referring to (1.1).
Let us denote withσ 2 (Î) the estimation of the noise variance in the image I(n, m). Then, we introduce the local variation
, when noise is assumed to be WSS (see Refs. 10 and 34).
Then, we will prove the following 
the impulse responses of filters having transfer function G
Moreover, we will show that
(1.12)
using definition given in (1.10) where S g and S h are the support of filters g T l and h T l respectively. Moreover, following (1.11) and (1.12), we are induced to adopt the approximationŝ
This result allows us to consider a wide class of noise additive models suitable for very different applicative contexts. This turns out to be the right setting in many practical cases. In particular, when low contrast images are considered and DDWT is implemented by a few levels (D ≤ 3) that are enough to emphasize small objects, then this approximation gives satisfactory simulation results. This is motivated by a low V S [σ 2 (Î)] and a small support S in these practical cases, recalling the estimates given in (1.11). In Sec. 3, we will provide simulation results to validate this assumption. Finally, we get 
Note that T noise (l,Î(n, m)) at level l does not depend on the noise variance at level l, but only on the noise variance estimationσ 2 (Î(n, m)), thus making possible an easy and fast implementation of thresholds selection. In the following sections we will confirm this statement.
Then, the crucial step of denoising is the estimation of termσ 2 (Î(n, m)) that is performed here by a recent and clever algorithm described in Ref. 15 . In Sec. 3, we will provide also some results of the whole estimation procedure.
At this point, considering again schemes in Figs. 1 and 3 , we can deal with the contrast enhancement operator E(·). It is well known that denoising in mammographic images is necessary to optimize contrast improvement performance. This step is needful to improve image quality and diagnosis capability of radiologists in the case of mammographic images. Consequently, a suitable enhancement operator has to be implemented. In this paper, we consider the operator E(·) defined by
A hard task in this topic is the choice of T enh and G, which turn out to be crucial in the applications. In respect to previous works, 41, 8 here we are able to set the threshold T enh and the gain G as follows:
T enh takes into account residual noise kept by the preliminary denoising procedure. In fact, in order to preserve details that mostly retain information about small cancer signs, denoising procedure cannot be too conservative. Consequently, threshold T enh is computed following an analogous approach as for T noise in operator D(·) that we will describe in the following. Here, it can be important to note that operator E(x) still set to zero small Laplacian coefficients, in contrast with the standard soft-thresholding operators used in literature for contrast enhancement. This fact has been already motivated in step (vi) in Sec. 1.
G is chosen according to considerations made in Sec. 1. In particular, assuming that gradient coefficients at first level contain mostly noise and that microcalcifications are in the second or in the third level according to their dimension, we set G 1 = 2, and we set G 2 +G 3 = const. Doing so, we need to choose only G 2 or G 3 . This further setting is accomplished by comparing the number of nonzero wavelet coefficients in (d
in levels 2 and 3. The more the information is at level 2 the more G 2 tends to maximum value. G 3 is chosen accordingly. These considerations turn out by a statistical analysis performed over 200 mammographic images containing microcalcifications. In Sec. 3, we will also provide numerical values for G in some practical cases.
Consider now the setting of threshold T enh . As a preliminary result we state that Theorem 1.2. Let us consider noise model (1.1) and the DDWT implementation given in schemes 1 and 2. Consider also scheme in Fig. 3 . Then, the subband varianceσ l, I(n, m) ) with q = {v, h}, l = 1, . . . , D, is given bŷ
) is the impulse response of filters having transfer function G
where V Sg is defined as in Theorem 1.1. As above, following (1.15) and (1.16), we are induced to adopt the approximation
The validity is the same as discussed previously.
Later, we will show that the term
represents the energy of the cascaded filters |G Î(n, m) ) in the contrast enhancement operator E(·), under the assumption of the heteroscedastic noise model described in (1.1) is set to , m) ) is evaluated following the same observations made in the setting of threshold T noise .
By setting the thresholds T noise (l,Î(n, m)) and T enh (l,Î(n, m)) using Eqs. (1.13) and (1.18) we provide an efficient procedure within DDWT for denoising and contrast enhancement of low contrast regions with very small cancer signs, thanks to an accurate subband energy evaluation. The main differences among scheme in Fig. 1 and schemes described in Refs. 25 and 24 concern, first of all, the thresholds selection method, that here is directly related to noise power taking into account heteroscedasticity of noise contribution. Secondly, in our work denoising operator D(·) and enhancement operator E(·) are applied directly to wavelet coefficients in each subband separately. In converse, D(·) is usually applied to the modulus In the following section we will prove the statements of the main results while in Sec. 3, we will provide results of the application of the proposed algorithm and we will inspect numerical aspects of the method.
Proofs of the Main Results
Here below we recall noise model in Eq. (1.1).
I(n, m)
with n = 1, . . . , N, m = 1, . . . , M. In order to propagate the noisy contributioñ I(n, m) through a Linear Shift Invariant (LSI) filter, let us denote with I f (n, m) the output of a 2D LSI filter havingĨ(n, m) as input and f (n, m) as impulse response. By convolution, we have that I f (n, m) =Ĩ(n, m) * f (n, m). Moreover, we assume separability of used filters, so that in the Fourier domain transfer function F (ω v , ω h ) of the filter corresponds to F (ω v ) · F (ω h ). Then, we have the following result. 
Lemma 2.1. The estimated noise variance of the noisy output I f (n, m) is given byσ
Finally, using Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.1, for small values of S, or more generally for small values of V S [σ 2 (Î)], we may and do assume the following approximationσ
or equivalently, by Parseval's inequalitỹ
3)
The assumptions in Corollary 2.1 are usually verified in very low contrast images represented by a small range of luminance values such as mammographic images where the gradient of intensity image is locally small owing to the similar absorption characteristics of glandular tissue and tumoral masses. Since noise variance depends on the intensity, if this has a slow variation the same holds for the noise variance. This consideration is strengthened by the fact that filters implementing DDWT have a small support, especially using only three decomposition levels, that are enough to detect and isolate bounded cancer signs such as microcalcifications. Using Lemma 2.1, Corollary 2.1, and results proved in Ref. 34 we are able to prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1
Proof. Using Corollary 2.1 we need to evaluate
ending the proof.
Using now relations (1.11) and considering again relation (1.8), we finally get
that is Remark 1.1 (Eq. (1.13) ). Now, let us consider threshold T enh (l,Î(n, m)) in the contrast enhancement operator E(·). Following above considerations for the setting of the threshold T noise (l,Î(n, m)), using again Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.1, let us prove Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2
Proof. Applying results of Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 toσ
Now, we only need to evaluate the term
e. the energy of Laplacian filters) to induce the approximation (1.17). Apply result in Corollary 2.1 with F (ω v , ω h ) given above and using (1.6) we get 
that is the thesis.
Simulation Results and Performance Evaluation
In this section, we experimentally validate the assumptions made in the first part of the paper and provide simulation results of the proposed algorithm. We consider mammographic images taken from Digital Database for Screening Mammography (DDSM) 16, 37 and, in particular, we test two classes of ROIs: 187 images containing benign microcalcifications and 160 images containing malignant cluster of microcalcifications. As an example we consider here four images, 12 bpp with a spatial resolution of 43 µm shown in Fig. 6 . The reader can notice that these images have a very low local contrast due to similar absorption characteristics of glandular tissue (fibrous and fatty tissue) and cancer signs (massive lesions and microcalcifications), so that masses appear as a part of the tissue itself and microcalcifications are invisible. These images are good representatives of the assumptions we made in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, since it is acceptable that local variations in the pixel intensity is much smaller than the support of filters involved in the wavelet decomposition, above all because only D = 3 levels are needed in order to localize small features with a mean diameter of a few pixels. b Firstly, we perform noise variance estimation on these four images, providing a functional relation between noise variance and pixel intensity values. 15, 35 An example is shown in Fig. 7 for image in Fig. 6(b) . The nonlinear regression performed by the Cubic Smoothing Spline allows us to perform a regression analysis making weak assumptions on the nature of noise affecting the image. In this way, we can take into account different noise contributions simultaneously. Note that noise variance exhibits an evident nonlinear trends with respect to intensity values thus justifying the use of piecewise nonlinear regression. By using this map, we emphasize advantages of using Eqs. (1.11) and (2.2) over the use of relation (2.1) by estimating σ 2 (I 0 (n, m)) through the regression curve for every intensityÎ(n, m).
c Note that the implementation of Eq. (2.1) would not be easy since the square of filters f (·, ·) should be evaluated for every subpart of filter bank in Fig. 1 should be performed. On the contrary, implementation of Eq. (2.2) is very simple since the energy term is preliminary evaluated, and then only a multiplication byσ 2 (Î(n, m)) is needed. Since both expressions (2.1) and (2.2) tend to zero as decomposition level increases, the discrepancy between the two formulas has to be evaluated carefully. To this aim, we evaluate for every level l a Mean Relative Error (MRE) between the true valueσ 2.2) ). Formally, we have
To avoid time consuming, we manually extract from every original mammographic image a Region of Interest (ROI) (see Figs. 8(a1)-8(d1) ), i.e. a suspicious region that contains microcalcifications already diagnosed by radiologists. The following simulation results are provided for these ROIs. Note that a ROI's size is variable according to the spatial distribution and the size of microcalcifications that have been already diagnosed by expert radiologists. Evaluating now the MRE for the four ROIs we achieve results in Table 1 . Note that, as expected, MRE increases as level increases, because the support S of filter f (·) increases as level increases. Anyway, MRE is smaller than 0.1 so that we can conclude that the difference between the approximated valueσ Now, we apply denoising and contrast enhancement using the proposed algorithm to the four ROIs. First of all, we show the contents of each decomposition level before and after the application of thresholds. To reduce numbers of figures, we show modulus of gradient M l and Laplacian L l . Figures 9(a)-9(d) show contents of three levels for the image in Fig. 6(d) . As expected, the first level mostly contains noise, while third level contains tissue and greatest microcalcifications. Usually, second level is the preferred one in order to detect microcalcifications. Anyway, all the three levels maintain certain aspects of the same cancer signs. Figure 11(a) shows instead the approximation matrix a 3 (n, m). Note that it does not contain relevant information in order to detect microcalcifications. Anyway, after the reconstruction step, it is emphasized and distorts the final result owing to a final image shrinking. To prevent this effect, we perform the elaboration shown in Fig. 10 and summarized as follows. -Perform wavelet decomposition, denoising and enhancement as described above.
-Perform wavelet reconstruction, setting approximation matrix a 3 (n, m) to zero.
-Apply a threshold to the reconstructed image maintaining only pixels with the highest luminance, related to microcalcifications. In this way we obtain a denoised and enhanced foreground shown in Fig. 11(b) . The thresholding in the pixel domain at this point is mainly motivated by clinical protocol aspects. In fact, the subjectivity of an expert radiologist has to be guaranteed by allowing him to slightly modify the final result by manually applying a threshold on the pixel luminances. In this way, starting from a keep-all threshold value the radiologist can reduce the information that are visible on the screen so to add his professional experience to the processed image. The implementation of the thresholding is performed by means of a scroll bar. Later, we will provide some numerical values for this threshold. -Apply a Gaussian filter to the original image to generate a background image.
The result is shown in Fig. 11(c) . Note that, there are two main differences between the reconstruction with a nonzero a 3 (n, m) and the application of a Gaussian smoothing filter to the original image. First of all, by qualitative results the approximation matrix a 3 (n, m) contains details that can confuse the interpretation of the radiologist. So, it is preferred to eliminate it and to recover the smoothed background by applying a Gaussian filter to the original image. Secondly, the background could be recovered by applying only a denoising procedure by DDWT to the original image, but from computational aspects this is not advantageous. -Perform a bounded sum of foreground and background to reconstruct an image with the general aspect similar to the original one and with microcalcifications enhanced. The result is shown in Fig. 11(d) .
Performance evaluation
The above procedure is also needed to extract from the final image foreground and background. In fact, in order to evaluate the performance of both the denoising and the contrast enhancement procedures, foreground and background of the final image have to be individually compared with foreground and background of the original image. Now, let us apply the whole denoising and enhancement procedure on the four ROIs shown in Figs. 8(a1)-8(d1) . Final results are shown in Figs. 8(a2)-8(d2) . Here, Table 2 . Recall that we consider digital images in the normalized range [0, 1] . In addition to the visual inspection of the contrast improvement, in order to evaluate the performance of our algorithm, we compute two indexes: Contrast Improvement Index (CII) 25, 6 and Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR). 28, 27 The two indexes evaluate contrast improvement and noise reduction respectively. They are defined as
where C Proc and C Orig denote contrast in the processed and original image respectively given by
where f and b represent the mean gray-level in the foreground and background respectively, p is the maximum gray-level in the foreground, and σ b is the standard deviation of the background. Obviously, when σ b is evaluated on the original background it takes into account noise, so that PSNR is smaller for very noisy image. On the contrary, CII takes into account only relative contrast between foreground and background, without considering also noise reduction.
Obviously, the foreground contains details (microcalcifications in this paper) while the background mostly represents glandular tissue. In the proposed method foreground and background are easily achieved by the parallel scheme in Fig. 10 . Notice that, if denoising and enhancement are not correctly performed, also residual noise is enhanced and the extraction of f and b cannot be done properly. Figure 12 shows the four masks needed to extract f and b for the considered ROIs. These masks will be then used also for microcalcifications segmentation and features extraction in a classification step. Figure 13 also shows, for a different ROI (case 1248) the effect of contrast enhancement performed on microcalcifications. In particular, a line of the image crossing a microcalcification is plotted for both the original ROI and its enhanced version. The region surrounding the microcalcification is smoothed, since noise is reduced, maintaining the same mean intensity value; moreover, peak referred to the microcalcification is strongly emphasized, thus improving the detection capability of radiologists. Performance evaluation is here reported by the computation of CII and PSNR for 28 images (12 containing malignant cluster of microcalcifications and 16 containing benign microcalcifications). In particular, we denote with PSNR Proc , PSNR Orig , and PSNR fin the PSNR evaluated in the processed ROI, in the original ROI, and the ratio PSNR Proc /PSNR Orig . The images are all taken from DDSM and the DDSM identifier is also inserted in Table 3 . d In the following, we compare the proposed method for microcalcifications denoising and enhancement with the classical methods Unsharp Masking (UM) and Adaptive Histogram Equalization (AHE) for the four ROIs in Fig. 8 , after a denoising step performed by Wiener filter. Tables 4 and 5 show results for CII and PSNR fin respectively. In particular, we denote with subscripts W the proposed wavelet-based method. The indexes have been evaluated using the same binary mask obtained by the proposed method and a manually set threshold, thus comparing only the contrast achieved in the neighborhood of microcalcifications. Recall that larger values of the indexes mean better enhancement performance. Visual results of the application of the proposed method, UM, and AHE are shown in Fig. 14 for the four ROIs. Beside a quantitative evaluation of the results achieved by the three methods, we also compare them following three criteria.
d The DDSM identifier contains a letter (A, B, or C) representing a different scanner for the digitalization, the case number, and an acronym identifying the mammographic view used. In particular, L and R stand for left and right breast, while CC and MLO stand for Cranio-Caudal and Medium-Lateral Oblique view. So, note that AHE unacceptably alters the image, especially by the enhancement of the background tissue. Contrast improvement is not localized in the neighborhood of the microcalcifications, but in the whole image. This produces in the case of ROI (c) the highest CII, but also a very low PSNR. On the contrary, UM results appear weak either in residual noise and in contrast improvement (low CII and PSNR for all images) even if the original aspect is maintained. Finally, the proposed method succeeds in preserving the original aspect of the image, emphasizing only regions around microcalcifications according to their shape and size, and moreover reducing noise in the whole image according to the gray-level of each pixel.
Conclusion
In this paper, we address the problem of denoising and contrast enhancement of mammographic images by wavelet thresholding using DDWT. It is well known that noise corrupting X-ray images has not a trivial modelization and principally it is signal-dependent. So, assuming a very general noise model, we have firstly applied a robust method in order to estimate noise variance for a heteroscedastic additive noise. Then, we have theoretically derived relations to directly set thresholds either for denoising and for enhancement, specifically for DDWT. The thresholds we propose are both level and noise dependent, according to the assumption that noise amount decreases as level increases and that noise power is strongly influenced by the wavelets filters used. It is also important to underline that the use of DDWT represents a key issue in this context in order to optimize noise reduction, avoiding loss of details and geometric distortion. The method we propose can be applied to many medical images containing small details such as microcalcifications, since simultaneously performs a selective enhancement of small objects and reduces noise according to the gray-value of each pixel, without altering the aspect of the background. This topic is crucial in every Computer Assisted Diagnosis System (CADx) for helping radiologists in an early diagnosis of breast cancer avoiding a misleading or a miss of a tumoral disease.
